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“LOVE DOESN’T 
COUNT CHROMOSOMES!”



Message

As Owner & President of PAOK FC, it is very real pride that I present our CSR Programme and another demon-

stration of our commitment to social responsibility and sustainable development. CSR 

Our partnership between PAOK Action and Down Syndrome Association of Greece was indeed an extraordinary 

experience for all of us, an experience that reminded us the importance to contribute and “offer” of a 

dream-inspiring society through our endless efforts.

In PAOK FC we strongly believe that football clubs are entities closely affiliated with the community in which 

they operate and therefore must recognize their responsibility towards the society.

Finally, I would like to conclude this foreword by congratulating all people for their efforts and encourage them 

to continue down in this path in the years to come.

Ivan Savvidis
Owner & President of PAOK FC 
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“Help me walk up the stairs with you...”



Welcome to Toumba Stadium
PAOK and the protagonists of life!
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It was the best way to announce the partnership and support to the
only relevant Association in Greece. Because football is more than
a game and PAOK always stands next to those in need.

In addition, we launched in our Offi-
cial Stores products with the special
label of PAOK FC & Down Syndrome 
Association where part of the income
goes for the fuction of their new build-
ing

They didn’t wear football shoes, they may not even have a relationship
with the sport, but they were born Winners! Against any difficulty.

On 30 October 2016 and the home match against AEK FC, PAOK
players had the honor to accompany the children from Down Syndrome
Association of Greece in the football field. The 11 special guests of that
football night







Visit to the President of Hellenic Republic & the Prime Minister
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A desire that fulfilled

Christmas days were ideal for wished and PAOK FC took care to fulfill the
desire of Down Syndrome Association children to visit the Presidential Mansion.

On Saturday morning - 31 December 2016 - the children and their escorts
departed from Makedonia Airport in Thessaloniki to Athens where they chanted
the Christmas carols to the President of the Hellenic Republic, Mr. Prokopis
Pavlopoulos and then to the Prime Minister, Mr. Alexis Tsipras.

TThe children talked with both men, exchanged wishes and returned to
Thessaloniki with joy that their wish became reality

PAOK FC through PAOK Action, covered all the travel expenses and their
stay in Athens.





Down Syndrome
was an unplanned journey, 

but we love 
our Tour Guide!

”

“
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21st March - World Syndrome Day Events
On the occasion of World Down Syndrome Day on 21 March, PAOK FC and PAOK Action support 

Down Syndrome Association of Greece in a series of events.

The events have been held from Saturday 18 March 2017 until Friday 24 March 2017, spanning from 

sports and cultural activities to voluntary blood donation and fashion show with members of the Associa-

tion participating. PAOK FC was the Golden Sponsor and organizer of all events and support the work and 

efforts of the Down Syndrome Association of Greece with respect and sensitivity.

A few words about the Association

TheThe Down Syndrome Association of Greece was established in Thessaloniki in 1990 through the initiative of Ms Charikleia Chatzisevastou-Loukidou, Professor of 
Pediatrics, Genetics Clinic, A.U.TH. It is the first organized group of parents of children with Down Syndrome in Greece. The Assocation is a Non-Profit Organisation 
for the Provision of Social Welfare Services that is registered with and supervised by the Ministry of Health and Social Solidarity The vision of the Association is for 
all citizens to live and participate in a society which provides equal living conditions and opportunities to all. For this purpose, the principles of equal opportunities 
andand equality for all people are the driving force behind the organization. Their mission is to develop actions related to specialized training and organized activi-
ties for persons with Down Syndrome, in order to create a supportive learning environment and provide a recreation program for our beneficiaries. The Associa-
tion has 450 members and services 100 persons on a daily basis through educational programs and activities, addressed to the children with Down Syndrome 
and their parents. The headquarters are in Kato Toumba (31, Karanivalou Str.), but in June 2017 moved to new installations in Kalamaria, Thessalonik
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21st March - World Syndrome Day Events
Friday 17 March - Press Conference

Journalists, Radio stations, PAOK TV and all Media was there for the official announcement of the World Syndrome Day Events in Thessaloniki. A Press 
Conference that was not only focused on the events but on the partnership of PAOK Action and Down Syndrome Association of Greece as well.

The past, the present and the future was presented to the Media inviting at the same time all fans to participate more and more in our creative and 
really interesting Projects.



21st March - World Syndrome Day Events

Saturday 18 March - Bowling Tournament
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Next morning it was time for....Bowling! Almost 150 persons and 20 teams came to the Bowling Center of Thessaloniki in order to participate to the 3rd Down 
Syndrome Bowling Tournament. 

Many athletes, parents, Special Olympics 
athletes had enjoyed their coffee and 
snack in a morning with so many smiley 
faces!

All athletes received their 
medals & Trophies from PAOK 
Veterans and additionally the 
1st team a PAOK jersey signed 
by all players.





21st March - World Syndrome Day Events
Sunday 19 March - “I CAN” photography exhibition
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Having an extra chromosome doesn’t mean that you 
cannot be an extraordinary and passioned photogra-
pher! All children of the Association have learning across 
year how to use a camera capturing their favorite mo-
ments. 

All these pictures were printed on a special type of 
paper and exhibited at the center of Thessaloniki city for 
1 week. Many people visited the exhibition who had the 
chance to meet and speak with the artists about their 
artwork.

TThe opening of the photography exhibition was on 
Sunday 19 March with the participation of PAOK Veter-
ans, Members of the parliament and of course all chil-
dren with their parents
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21st March - World Syndrome Day Events
Monday 20 March - Voluntary Blood Donation

300 ml
blood

can save 1 precioys LIFE!
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21st March - World Syndrome Day Events
Tuesday 21 March - “Hug - Live” the White Tower

Children and adults joined hands around the White Tower on World Down Syndrome Day, send-
ing their message of solidarity and their need to hug people with Down Syndrome.

Many people responded to the call of Down Syndrome Association of Greece and PAOK FC 
and participated in a special event in the center of the city. They honoured World Down Syn-
drome Day by creating a human chain around the landmark of Thessaloniki, hence “hugging” 
it.

PAOK FC were represented by Diego Biseswar and veteran player Κoulis Apostolidis. The man 
who established World Down Syndrome Day, Dr Stylianos Antonarakis, professor and president of 
the Genetics department in the Medical School of Geneva University, also attended the event.

World Down Syndrome Day

WWorld Down Syndrome Day was established in 2006, following the initiative of Greek Dr Stylianos Antonarakis, Professor of Genetics at Gevena Medical 
School, in his effort to sensitize and inform the international community about Down Syndrome. Down Syndrome is caused by the presence of a third copy 
of chromosome 21. It occurs in about one per 600-700 babies born each year John Langdon Down was the first to fully describe the syndrome in 1866. 
The British doctor put forward the theory that some babies were born with facial features resembling those of the Mongolian race and as a result Down Syn-
ddrome was then known as “Mongolism”, a name that has been dropped nowadays. Children with Down Syndrome face intellectual disabilities and have 
an increased risk of various health problems. With proper education and the cooperation between parents and professors, they can acquire the skills to 
become active members of society. It was decided to select the date of 21 March as a symbolic date for World Down Syndrome Day (3rd copy of chro-
mosome 21 = 21.3





Our next mission, to hug Parthenon!
ongoing project



21st March - World Syndrome Day Events
Tuesday 21 March - “When Science Speaks”

After the huge hug of the White Tower of Thessaloniki that shared a lot of smiles to all people, the World 
Syndrome Day events continued with the high level seminar by Dr. Stylianos Antonarakis - Professor and 
President of the Genetics Department of the Medical School of the University of Geneva.

Many people had the opportunity to participate in that seminar in order to learn about important 
issues and have a discussion with the professor, the person who established the World Syndrome Day 
globally.

Dr. Antonarakis, besides the dozens of questions from the crowd, he received a special gift from the 
beautiful Francesca who gave him a shirt of PAOK with his name and the number 21 on the back. The 
semiology of the number represented Trichromia 21 and March 21.

The PAOK family was there, represented by members of the Board of Directors, footballers and Veterans 
who gave the professor an additional shirt of PAOK signed by all players and congratulated him for his 
great work.
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21st March - World Syndrome Day Events
Wednesday 22 March - Fashion Show

On Wednesday 22 March, at “Velidio Exhibition Center”, 
photographers and cameras were waiting with great impa-
tience and interest to capture boys and girls to walk on the 
red carpet as real Top Class Fashion Models!

The children wear their favourite clothes,colours and smiles 
and they show to all people all their talent and smile!
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21st March - World Syndrome Day Events
Thursday 23 March - Sports Show
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Zumba, Traditional Dances, Football tricks and many other funny activities with the participation of PAOK FC U12 team. A great afternoon that gave the op-
portunity to all children have fun in a very creative way.

The most emotional moment, when two girls showed their Medals from the Los Angeles Olympics





21st March - World Syndrome Day Events

Friday 24 March - “We are all equal”

The genetic chromosomal “abnormality” with which they were born was never an obstacle to 
their lives, nor did they deprive them of the internal power that characterizes them. That’s why 
PAOK actually supports the smooth social inclusion of children with Down Syndrome or Trisomy 
21.

The message that the Down Syndrome Association in Greece and PAOK Action wanted to pro-
mote is that we are all equal and therefore we all have the same rights. In life, at work, in hap-
piness even in pain. 

On Friday 24th March, children with Down Syndrome along with two footballers - Dimitris Pelkas 
& Yannis Mystakidis - worked and served their clients at a central and popular coffee place of 
Thessaloniki City. 

It was another way of showing that Trisomia 21 is not capable of hindering their desires.
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21st March - World Syndrome Day Events
Thursday 29 June 2017 - Donation Event
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PAOK and Klaus stand by the most special children!

PAOK FC and Stefanos Athanasiadis are honoured to keep supporting the Down Syndrome Association of Greece. Klaus made good on his 
promise and, in collaboration with PAOK Action, he helped the Down Syndrome Association of Greece relocate to their new establishment.

ThThe forward of the “Double-Headed Eagle” visited the Association on 29th June morning, spoke with the president Stavros Tsiflikis and handed 
him a cheque. That money is destined to improve the children’s everyday life in their new home. Klaus spent time with the children and 
watched them dance especially for him. He posed for lots of pictures and was presented with a commemorative award.





Conclusion 

H 

Giving is not just about making a donation. 

It is about making a difference. 

\"I I 
PAOKACTION 

contact 

PAOK FC - PAOK Action 

Anastasia; Papadopoua; I Marketing Project & CSR Manager 
+30 231 0 954 050

M. Asias str., Toumba Stadium

Thessaloniki, Greece

H 



action.paokfc.gr
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